THE BALTIC Ė-PRETERIT REVISITED

1. As it is well known, the Baltic preterit suffixes *-ā- and *-ē- are in complementary distribution in modern Lithuanian. With few exceptions, they are entirely predictable from the present and/or the infinitive stem\(^1\). Modern standard Latvian has generalized the ā-preterit to all verbs, but the oldest documents and the dialects offer clear evidence showing that the distribution of *-ā- and *-ē-preterits of modern Lithuanian continues with minor modifications that of Common East Baltic and, presumably, that of Common Baltic altogether\(^2\).

The consistency and synchronic regularity of the (East) Baltic preterit system makes it difficult to relate its facts to those of the other Indo-European languages (apart from the identity of the Baltic ā-preterit with the Slavic second stem in -a-, everything else is insecure). Before this is attempted, it is advisable to exploit as far as possible the internal evidence of the Baltic languages themselves. This can be done in two possible ways: either by focusing on the main principles of distribution of the *-ā- and *-ē- preterits (i.e., where do we always or nearly always find only one of both preterits), or by focusing on synchronically irregular or unexpected forms (i.e., *-ē- or *-ā- preterits in a class of verbs that otherwise excludes them). Approaches along these lines, however, have yielded mutually incompatible results.

2. Since the *-ē-preterit is regular beside ia-presents (Lith. beštį, bėria, bėrė “strew, scatter”) and in the type sakytį, sāko, sākė “say”, an old view, going back to Schleicher, Kurschat or Osthoff\(^3\), considers the ė-preterit to be a contraction of *-iįā. *-įā is to be

\(^1\) This is self-evident for all suffixal formations. W. P. Schmid, – IF LXXI 286–296; IF LXXII 116–122, showed that the preterit of simple thematic presents is also largely predicted from the structure and vocalism of the root.

\(^2\) Old Prussian also had both preterits, but their distribution does not correspond in all cases to that of Lithuanian (e.g. OPvuss. kāra, ismigē vs. Lith. kūrė, užmīgo). The few attested forms do not suffice to show to which degree the Old Prussian preterit system diverged from that of East Baltic. In addition, we cannot forget the possibility that some of the attested forms are errors of the translators. In what follows I will simply leave the Old Prussian facts out of consideration (as, on the other hand, it is usually done in studies of the Baltic preterit).

\(^3\) A. Schleicher, Handbuch der litauischen Grammatik, Prague, 1856, 224f.; F. Kurschat, Grammatik der litauischen Sprache, Halle, 1876, 280; H. Osthoff, Zur Geschichte des Perfects im Indogermanischen, Strassburg, 1884, 60, 66.
analyzed as a “regular” ā-preterit added to a stem ending in *-i- that must have been taken from the *-ielo-present.

From a comparative point of view, this explanation eliminates the necessity to look for cognates of the Baltic ē-preterit – in itself an advantage, since there are no particularly obvious comparanda to this formation elsewhere in the family. We would just be left with a general ā-preterit to be accounted for. It is not in doubt that the Baltic ā-preterit is related to the Slavic second stem *-ā- of verbs like běrǫ, běřati (aor. běřačь) “take” or pišǫ, pišati (aor. pišačь) “write”. It is reasonably certain that this Balto-Slavic *-ā-aorist triggered zero grade of the root, and it is possible, but by no means certain that the extension of *-ā- to the infinitive is a specifically Slavic innovation⁴. Its origin is still unclear, but this doesn’t affect the Balto-Slavic reconstruction. As far as Baltic is concerned, we would just have to assume that Baltic first generalized the ā-preterit as the only preterit marker and then created a new ē-preterit of its own from *-iēā. It is also important to remark that the obligatory character of the second stem in -a- beside je-presents in Slavic as opposed to the regular presence of the ē-preterit beside ia-presents in Baltic is a powerful argument for this theory, since it is precisely in this class where the ē-preterit (< *-iēā) should have originated.

Attractive as this theory might be, however, it must also face some serious problems. The validity of the development *-iēā > *-ē has often been questioned, but I believe the Baltic feminine ē-nouns provide a very close parallel, for these are almost certainly derived from earlier iēa-stems (e.g. Lith. žēmė = OCS zemlǰa “earth”). ē-preterits and feminine ē-stems thus support each other and the validity of the phonetic process at hand. It is also not immediately clear why the preterit stem adopted *-i- from the present, but one could envisage a number of possible scenarios explaining this (see below §5.1.). In any case, nothing makes it a priori an entirely unconceivable process.

A more serious problem, of course, is that the ē-preterit is not only found beside ia-presents and in the type sakēti, sāko, sākē. It is regular beside simple thematic presents to TET roots (type věstī, věda, vědē “lead”, dial. Latv. vede, OPruiss. weddē-din) and it is found in other classes as well (e.g. Lith. mālti, māla, mālē “grind”, mūšti, mūša, mūšē “beat”, triňti, trēna, trynē “rub”), including irregular or isolated verbs where the ē-preterit can hardly be a recent innovation (e.g. diūoti, diūoda, dāvē “give”, īnī, īma, ēmē “take”, guṃti, gīmsta, gīmē “be born”, mūrti, mūrsta, mūrē “die”, vírti, vērdā, vīrē “boil (tr./intr.)”). In some of these classes the ē-preterit is certainly not very old (e.g. Lith. mālē vs. dialectal mālo, Latv. malu), while the ē-preterits mūrē or gīmē could be

⁴ If the last statement is correct, this Balto-Slavic ā-aorist must be kept apart, descriptively, from the second stem in *-ā- of verbs like Olith. gleimi, gledōti “chant”, miegmi, miegōti “sleep”, rūmi, raudōti “weep” (modern Lith. giedu, miegu, rādu), OCS śpī-, śpāti “sleep”, śčī-, ścāti “piss”. 240
attributed to an earlier *-ielo-present that was later replaced by other formations (e.g. mūršta, gēmal/gimsta for earlier *miria, *gimia)\(^5\), but there will always remain a number of relatively old ē-preterits that cannot stem from *-ijā. The "*-ijā > *-ē theory" is thus forced to assume a wide and apparently arbitrary extension from the original nucleus of ē-preterits, not always easy to understand.

I am not aware of any attempt to trace the details or the motivation of such a spread (I will try to do it below). No wonder that this theory has not met with general approval in its original, strongest formulation. Nevertheless, its explanatory power for the types beŗiņ, bēriņa, bērē and sakēti, sāko, sākē remains appealing. It is thus my impression that while some scholars would simply reject the theory altogether, other would be inclined to accept a "mild" version of it: *-ijā > *-ē would be applicable only to these types, but not to the ē-preterit as a whole\(^6\). The *-ē of bērē or sākē would thus have a different origin from that of vēdē, mūsē, dāvē or virē. It must be observed, however, that the origin of this "second" ē-preterit remains unclear. A unitary explanation should certainly be given preference.

3. An entirely different approach emphasizes the evidence of synchronically irregular forms. These are not very common, but some do exist, although their historical interpretation is by no means self-evident. Probably the most surprising fact (and the one that most clearly appears to point to a given historical interpretation) was Endzelin's discovery, almost a century ago, that at least two verbs, (Lith.) kêpti “bake, fry” and děgît “burn (tr./intr.)” have left clear traces of an original contrast in the preterit between transitive *kep-ē-, *degē- and intransitive *kep-ā-, *deg-ā-\(^7\). Such a contrast is fully isolated within the Baltic preterit system and must be an archaism.

Endzelin’s interpretation was straightforward: the two preterits were originally linked to a contrast of transitivity. This theory was embraced by Stang, as well as by other

---

\(^{5}\) So, for instance, Bärtön, – IF LXXXV 257ff. See below §6.2.2.


\(^{7}\) J. Endzelin, – KZ XLIII 18f.; Lettische Grammatik, Heidelberg, 1923, 567ff., 667; Latviešu valodas skaņas un formas, Riga, 1938, 190; Latviešu valodas gramatika, Riga, 1951, 734f. The facts are well known: dialectal Latvian tr. d'adža : intr. daga, tr. cepē : intr. sa-capa, iz-capa. Pairs like these may have also existed in Lithuanian, cf. also dialectal Lithuanian intr. kèpti, keņipà, kèpo “get dry”; Klein degiu “accendu”, degu “ardeo”. Universitas deginu “palē”, degu “gorē” (I haven’t been able to locate in the Universitas the often quoted preterit degau, but it is perhaps to be inferred from its author’s note, p. 42, “verba in u non iu desinentia habent praeteritum indicativi in aw, praeter ...”, among which exceptions degu is not mentioned).
It remains one of the main theories on the primitive distribution of the two Baltic preterit suffixes, which has triggered a number of more speculative ideas on how the putative system trans. *-ē- : intrans. *-ā- could have come into being.

This theory allows a totally different interpretation of the type beštī, bēria, bērē. ia-presents are typically transitive in Baltic and are very often found beside intransitive nasal and sta-presents, which regularly select ā-preterits. The presence of ē-preterits beside ia-presents would thus be due to their transitive value. One could even go on and speculate that a previous system pres. *ber-a- : pret. *bir-ē- (tr.) / *bir-ā- (intr.), *ģert-a- : *ģirt-ē- (tr.) / *ģirt-ā- (intr.) underlies pairs like beštī, bēria, bērē “strew, scatter”: bīrtī, bīrya, bīro “fall”, veštī, večīa, veštē “turn over”: vīštī, vīrsta, vīrto “turn into, become”, the presents being back formed to the preterit, but given the productivity of the system there are no grounds to prefer this over other possible scenarios. The transitivity of the ē-preterit would also account for its regularity beside TeT-a presents (vēstī “lead”, etc.), because these are typically transitive. The preterit of Old Lithuanian athematic presents without a second stem to some degree also supports this view (tr. ēdē, dāvē vs. intr. bēgo, sēdo).

The problem, of course, is that there is no dearth at counterexamples, including isolated verbs. Transitive ā-preterits are by no means uncommon: nīšo “tied up”, lūpo “skinned, barked”, kārto “fell”, (dial.) mālo “ground”, etc. Intransitive ē-preterits are not so common, but one finds some disturbing examples like mūrē “died”, ģimē “was born”, gūlē “lay down”, etc. Since the Baltic preterit system of simple thematic presents is largely regulated by root vocalism and stem structure, a case for Endzelin’s theory could be advocated by assuming that the status of the two Baltic preterit suffixes shifted from one in which they were meaningful morphemes to another in which they are just positional variants governed by the present stem. Presents of the type CaC-a, CiC-a or CeRC-a would have ended up selecting the ā-preterit, irrespective of their diathetic value. But even granting a strong remodeling of the system along these lines, it is still difficult to understand why classes mostly composed of transitive verbs like these selected the ā-preterit or why do we have isolated intransitive ē-preterits like mūrē.

There are also problems in relating the putative Common Baltic preterit system trans. *-ē- : intrans. *-ā- to the facts of the other Indo-European languages. As observed

---


10 A list of primary transitive verbs with the ā-preterit can be found in Stang, Vergl. Gramm., 385.
above, the Baltic ė-preterit is clearly related to the Slavic verbs with a second stem in -a-, but Slavic verbs with a second stem in -a- show no particular preference for intransitivity. In addition, the Slavic second stem in -a- is particularly at home beside je-presents, where we have the ė-preterit in Baltic. As for the ė-preterit, it is even dubious whether we can compare a Proto-Baltic “transitive ė-preterit” with any other formation elsewhere in the family. A connection with the Greek “passive” η-aorist (ἐμανήν “went mad”) and other “ē-stative” formations would be difficult to maintain for obvious semantic reasons. The Baltic and Slavic classes that belong with certainty to this set show an entirely different morphological profile (deverbative type Lith. miniû, minēti “mention”, OCS mnějo, mněti, denominative Lith. senēju, seněti, OCS starējo, starēti “be old”). The Slavic imperfect type nesēaxtō looks very much like an inner Slavic innovation, probably of periphrastic origin, and shows a different distribution. In spite of the many efforts among these and similar lines, we must acknowledge the fact that clear cognates of the Baltic ė-preterit (not to speak of a Baltic “transitive ė-preterit”) are simply lacking. There is nothing in Slavic or any other Indo-European language that even moderately resembles the distribution and meaning of the ė-preterit in Baltic (unless resorting, of course, to a large number of ancillary hypothesis).

As already stated, I believe that the elimination of the need to look for comparanda of the Baltic ė-preterit is one of the main advantages of the *-ižā > *-ē theory. On the other hand, the pairs trans. *kep-ē-, *deg-ē- : intrans. *kep-ā-, *deg-ā- have all the appearance of an archaism. In the remainder of this article I will argue for the correctness of Schleicher’s old view. I will begin precisely by reverting Endzelin’s interpretation of the pairs *kep-ē-, *deg-ē- : *kep-ā-, *deg-ā-, which I believe can be reasonably accounted for within the *-ižā > *-ē theory.

4. Let us assume, for the sake of the argument, that the *-ižā > *-ē theory is correct, and that at some stage of its development (Pre-)Baltic had extended the ŋ-preterit to virtually all types of verbs. We will then start from an original preterit *kep-ā-, *deg-ā- (that almost certainly had replaced earlier sigmatic aorists *kēp-s-, *dēg-s-) which was both transitive and intransitive in just these two verbs.

As a second assumption, let us assume that the type of vēsti “lead”, nēšti “carry”, sēkti “follow”, bèsti “dig”, etc. acquired a new, typically transitive ė-preterit from some external source, a source that can only have been the ė-preterit (< *-ižā) of ia-presents. The new ė-preterits *vedē, *nešē, etc. simply replaced the older ă-preterits *vedā, *nešā, as could be expected, but in the case of kèpti and dēgti a special development took place.

11 I use this term only as a descriptive label.
Because these two verbs (and only these two in this class!) were bivalent, both transitive and intransitive, the old preterits (tr./intr.) *kep-ā-, *deg-ā- were relegated to the secondary value of intransitive preterits by the new, specifically transitive ē-preterit.

The individual system of kèpti and dēgti may thus be viewed as a particular offshoot of the adoption of the ē-preterit in the type of vēstī. This process would no doubt have been favored by the existence of numerous pairs of transitive ē-preterit : intransitive ā-preterit beside transitive ia-presents : intransitive nasal and sta-presents (e.g. veštī, večīa, večē “turn over”: vištī, vištā, višto “turn into, become”, etc.). Apart from kèpti and dēgti, only dialectal Latv. tēkā “flowed” appears to have resisted the adoption of the ē-preterit, obviously because it was intransitive12.

5. If this explanation is correct, it supports the old *-iā > *-ē theory in its fullest form (at least, it can be said to fit into it reasonably well). In what follows I will propose a scenario of how the Baltic preterit system and the spread of the ē-preterit may have evolved.

As already stated, I assume that in (Pre-)Baltic the Balto-Slavic ā-aorist was extended as the sole preterit marker. This assumption is of course an oversimplification of what must have been a much longer and complicated process (a process that in part may have overlapped with some of the developments to be described below), but it offers a convenient starting point from which the Baltic facts can be reasonable explained.

5.1. The ā-preterit to ia-presents adopted *-i- from the present, with subsequent regular phonetic change *-iā > *-ē:

*peīš-ja- : *piš-ā- : *piš-tēi (cf. OCS pišo, pīsati, pīsaxē) →
*peīš-ja- : *piš-iā- : *piš-tēi →
*peīš-ja- : *peīš-ē- : *peīš-tēi →
piēšti, piēšia, piēše “draw”.

The process perhaps started among transitive ia-presents beside intransitive nasal and sta-presents:

*ber-ja- : *bir-ā- : *bir-tēi vs. *bi-n-r-a : *bir-ā- : *bir-tēi →
*ber-ja- : *bir-iā- : *bir-tēi vs. *bi-n-r-a : *bir-ā- : *bir-tēi →
beīti, beīria, beīrē “strew, scatter”: bīrti, bīra, bīro “fall”.

This would help explaining the adoption of -i- and of the full grade from the present, so that ablaut was given up in this class\textsuperscript{13}. Both processes would have been provoked by the desire to differentiate the preterit of transitive ia-presents from the preterit of intransitive nasal and sta-presents. Be it as it may, the new conjugation pattern must have spread to (almost) all ia-presents of the language.

The characteristic lengthened grade of the ė-preterit to ia-presents remains problematic, but must be a specifically Baltic innovation\textsuperscript{14}.

5.2. Once established in the language, the ė-preterit began to spread to other types of verbs, almost certainly because it was felt as characteristicly transitive. The transfer of the ė-preterit to other classes was only gradual, partial, and sometimes very recent. It is certainly Common Baltic for thematic presents to TET-roots (type vēsti\textsuperscript{15}), and perhaps so for some other verbs, but the adoption of the ė-preterit by simple thematic presents

\textsuperscript{13} Similarly Kuryłowicz, – BPTJ XXIII 176ff.

\textsuperscript{14} This problem will not be tackled here in detail, except for expressing my belief that it must be a Baltic innovation and cannot be plausibly related neither to the lengthened grade of the sigmatic aorist nor to the perfect (on the other hand, I find it more than doubtful whether Proto-Indo-European had lengthened grade perfects at all). Without taking a strong position here, I see two possible solutions for the long vowel of these preterits.

On the one hand we have the analogical solution of Kuryłowicz (RSI XVI 13; L’apophonie en indo-européen, Kraków, 1956, 298ff.; Indogermanische Grammatik II: Akzent, Ablaut, Heidelberg, 1968, 231ff., with variants in the details): in set-roots ending in a sonant the length of the infinitive (due to the loss of a laryngeal) would have been adopted by the preterit (*ger-ia-, *ger-ē-, *gēr-tēi → *ger-ia-, *ger-ē-, *gēr-tēi), where it was grammaticalized as a distinctive feature following the shortening of long diphthongs in tautosyllabic position (*ger-ia-, *ger-ē-, *gēr-tēi > gēria, gērē, gērti “drink”). The pattern spread to anit-roots and the intonation of the long vowel of the preterit was adapted to that of the infinitive (*ber-ia- : *ber-ē- : *ber-tēi → *ber-ia- : *bēr-ē- : *bēr-tēi > bēria, bērē, bērti “strew, scatter”). Finally the pattern spread to roots not ending in a sonant, where the length was even adopted by the infinitive (srēbia, srēbē, srēbti “sip”). Variants of this scenario can be found in other authors (Stang, Vergl. Gramm., 389ff.; T. Mathiasse n, Studien zum slavischen und indoeuropäischen Langvokalis mus, Oslo etc., 1974, 63ff.). One may ask, of course, why the same process did not take place among ā-preterits to set-roots, but it stands to reason that analogy and leveling could have worked in different directions depending on the different verbal classes.

Within the *-išā > *-ē theory, V. M. Ilič-Svityč, VSJa V 113, and G. Micheli ni, ZfSi XXXV 844, have suggested that the length in the preterit is due to compensatory lengthening *ER-(i)šā > *ER-ē. Such a solution would be very attractive in principle, but it cannot have been a general sound law (e.g. žēmē = OCS zemlja). Building on earlier ideas of Stang (International Journal of Slavic Linguistics and Poetics X 11ff., Vergl. Gramm., 145ff.); J. H. Larsson has recently proposed that retraction of the ictus from *-išo-, *-išā, *-išu- regularly yielded métatonie douce and lengthening in disyllabic words (Per aspera ad asteriscos. Studia Indogermanica in honorem Jens Elmegård Rasmussen scxagenarii. Idibus Martiis anno MMXIV, Innsbruck, 2004, 305–322). The main evidence comes from deverbal and deadjective nouns like mōtel “milling, grinding” (mālti “grind”), gēris “drink” (gērti “drink”), mūšis “battle” (mūštī “beat”), grōžis “beauty” (grāžūs “beautiful”), etc. The preterit of ia-presents would seem to fit well into this theory, assuming they bore the ictus in the suffix.

\textsuperscript{15} Similarly Kuryłowicz, – BPTJ XXIII 176ff.
of a different root structure has been much more recent and only restricted to certain dialects:

5.2.1. Thematic presents to TET-roots (type vêsti, vêda, vêdê “lead”, nêšti “carry”, sêkti “follow”, bêsti “dig”, etc.) were among the first (perhaps the first class altogether) to adopt the ū-preterit. Apart from the intr. *kepā, *degā beside “normal” tr. *kepē, *degē, dial. Latv. tēkâ- is the only verb that does not follow the regular pattern.

5.2.2. Thematic presents with zero grade to roots ending in a sonant (TR-a) have ū-preterits with lengthened grade in Lithuanian: mûnti, mûna, mûné “trample down”, gînti, gîna, gînê “defend”, pînti, pîna, pîné “weave”, skînti, skîna, skînê “pluck”, tûnti, tûna, tûné “whet (by hammering)”, trînti, trîna, trînê “rub”, pîlti, pîla, pîlê “pour”, dîrti, dîrîa, dîrê “skin, flay”, stûmti, dial. stûma (liter. stûmia), stûmê, “push”. In Latvian we find both this type (miņu, piņu (ē)), as well as ā-preterits with zero grade (miņu, piņu (ā)). Both the lengthening grade and the ū-preterit are almost certainly analogical after the type gîrti, gîria, gîrê “praise” (this is the traditional view anyway).

5.2.3. The ā-preterit of literary Lithuanian is very recent in the type bârti, bâra, bârē “scold”, kâlti, kâla, kâlé “forge”, málti, mála, mâlê “grind”, kâstî, kâsa, kâsē “dig” (pres TaT-a, TaR-a). The ā-preterit is still well represented in the Lithuanian dialects (bâro, kâlo, mâlo) and is the only one in Latvian – even though here we find an innovated ia-present (bârt, bâru, baru; kâlt, kâlu, kâlu; mâlt, mâlu, mâlu).

5.2.4. For verbs of the type lîpti, lîpa, lîpo “climb” and brûkti, brûka, brûko “poke into” we find preterits like lîpê, brûkê, kîšê, skûtê, rišê, etc. in East Lithuanian dialects (liter. lîpo “climbed”, brûko “poked into”, kîšo “poked”, skûto “shaved”, rišo “tied”, etc.). Only the ā-preterit of mûšti, mûsa, mûšê (dial. mûšo) “beat” has a somewhat wider distribution. The ū-preterit is not found in Latvian. In Lithuanian it seems that the ū-preterit has been expanding westwards during the last centuries and is very clearly a recent innovation15.

5.2.5. These are the only groups of simple thematic presents where we find the ū-preterit (together with the type gînti, gîna, gînê, which shows a different profile and will be discussed below). In two of them it is restricted to part of the Lithuanian dialects. The type mûnti, mûna, mûné bears all the appearance of an innovation. Finally, we have seen that the intransitive ā-preterits *kepā, *degā (: tr. *kepē, *degē), Latv. tēkâ- can be interpreted as archaisms pointing to a secondary adoption of the ū-preterit in the type vêsti, vêda, vêdê. As all these classes are mainly composed of transitive verbs, we can view transitivity as the main factor favoring the spread of the ū-preterit.

Transitivity may also be made responsible for the adoption of the ū-preterit in some verbs not belonging to a productive and regular type: êdê “ate (of animals, fraß)” (êsti,

15 Details in D. Konstantinova, V. Kapsevičienė, – Klb XL 36–44.
ēda, OLith. ēsti), dāvēdēve, Latv. devu (ē) “gave” (duots, dūoda, OLith. duomi), ēmē “took”, Latv. jēmu (ē) (iūni, īmal(j)ēma). The preterits dāvē and ēmē remain traditional problems that need not delay us here.  

6. The verbs discussed in 5.2.1.—5.2.5., where the ē-preterit cannot be due to the phonetic change *-iē > *-ē, can all be reasonably accounted for as having imported the ē-preterit from ia-presents very recently (in point of fact, some of them actually must be explained in this way), transitivity being probably the principal factor. There remains a number of more complicated cases which either do not fit reasonable well into the general pattern of expansion of the ē-preterit outlined above, or appear to overtly contradict it. Most of them are traditional puzzles that pose a problem for every theory of the Baltic preterit.

6.1. First of all, we have some ā-preterits to ia-presents.

6.1.1. A small set consists of verbs ending in -d- in Lithuanian: léisti, léidžia, лиdo “let”, grįsti, grįndžia, grįndo “pave”, grūsti, grūdžia, grūdo “crush”, klęisti, klęidžia, klęido “dissipate”. The expected preterits léidē, grįndē, klęidē are attested in the dialects. Thematic presents are also attested for grešda or grūda. Perhaps these verbs built thematic presents originally that were later replaced by ia-presents. Nevertheless, it is curious that their remodeling as ia-presents did not entail automatically the creation of new ē-preterits.

6.1.2. A much more serious counterexample is posed by the verb for “plough”: Lith. ėrė (ārti, ėria) has a short vowel instead of the expected long ėrė, which is in fact attested in the dialects. Latv. ārt, āru, aru (ā) agrees in vocalism with Lith. ėrė and shows, in addition, an ā-preterit, even in dialects where the ē-preterit would have been preserved. The evidence thus points to an original preterit *arā-, partially regularized in Lithuanian as ėrė (adoption of the ē-preterit as is the rule for ia-presents, but keeping the original vocalism), and only later fully regularized as ėrė in some dialects. The original Baltic paradigm *ār-tēi, *ār-ia, *ār-ā agrees perfectly, of course, with OCS orjō, orati, oraxa, but the preservation of the original ā-preterit would be totally unparalleled in Baltic and particularly surprising beside a *-jelo-present that is certainly old (*h₂ārh₂-jelō- > OCS orjō, orati, Goth. arjan, Lat. arō, -āre, Gk. ἄρωμ).  

16 One could compare Lith. īma, ēmē directly with OCS imo, jeto, as has often been done. ēmē would then be one of the few cases where we can be certain that a Baltic preterit continues more or less directly an Indo-European root aorist (*h₂-em-t), its vocalism being left untouched when the preterit suffix *-ē- (< *-iē) was added to it. The long vowel of ēmē would be secondary, as it must be in ējo “went”. Assuming Larsson’s theory to be correct (see above, footnote 14), one could suppose that īmtii was among the first verbs to adopt the ē-preterit, at a time when it had not been contracted yet, and that this triggered suffixal accentuation (because it was the most widespread or the only one found among iē-preterits?): *ēm(-t) → *em-iē > *ēmē. All this, of course, is very insecure and should not be taken too seriously. Lith dāvē, Latv. devu remain a crux for me as they have always been.
As an explanation I can only suggest that the preterit of áṛti has been assimilated to that of the type bárti “scold”, kálti “forge”, málti “grind”, kásti “dig”, etc. (pret. *barā, *kalā, *malā, *kasā). It is conceivable that such an assimilation took place only in Latvian (where the presents (Lith.) bāra, kāla, māla have been replaced by ia-presents: Latv. baru, kalu, maļu), but the vocalism of Lith. āṛe would still be left unaccounted for. Since we don’t know exactly what the precise origin of the length in the preterit to ia-presents is, it remains possible that it originated in just some types of verbs (e.g. in verbs with accent in the suffix *-iā, lengthening being then due to accent retraction), to which áṛti did not belong, spreading later to all ia-verbs with the appropriate root structure. Lith. āṛe would then be an archaism, but not a direct counterexample to the rule *-iā > *-ē.

6.2. Finally, we have a group of mostly intransitive (!) ā-preterits that either are entirely irregular or belong to isolated or unproductive types of verbs.

Pres. TERa : pret. TRē: giņtī, gēna, ginē “chase, drive (cattle)” (Latv. dzinu (ā)), miņtī, mēna, mēne “recall”, giņtī, gēma (gimsta), gīmē “be born” (Mielcke, Nesselmann gimau, Latv. dzimu (ā)), dial. dāltī, dēla, dēlē/dēlo “wear out” (liter. dāltī, dēla, dēlo, Latv. deļu/dilstu, dilu (ā)), dial. svēlī, svēlu, svīlē/svīlo “scorch” (liter. svēlī, svīla, svīlo, Latv. svēlus/vilstu, vilu (ā)).

Intransitive irregular or isolated verbs: miņtī, mīršta, mīre “die” (Latv. miru (ā), but Elger nomirre!), virtī, vērda, virē “boil (tr./intr.” (Latv. viru (ā)), pūltī, pūola, pūolē “fall” (dial. pūolo, Latv. pulu (ā)), gulītī, gūla/(gūlia), gūlē/(gūlo) “lie down” (Latv. gult(iēs), gūl(u)(ōs)/gulstu(ōs), gul(u)(ōs), gūl(u)(ōs)), dial. tāptī, taņpa, tāpe “become” (liter. tāpo), dial. skāstī, skānta, skātē “spring, hop” (liter. skāto).

For all these verbs Latvian has the ā-preterit. It has often been supposed that Latvian has preserved the oldest state of affairs, but it is difficult to imagine how and why would Lithuanian have replaced perfectly regular preterits like *mirā, *virā or *gimā by the irregular and isolated mūrė, vīrė and gīmē. Since a Latvian innovation is easy to understand, we must assume that Lithuanian has preserved the original preterit.

---

17 Other potential irregularities in the preterit to ia-presents are also to be explained, as probably in the case of lēistī, lēdžia, lēido “let” or grūsti, griūdžia, griūdu “pave”, as due to a very recent transfer into this type of inflection, whereby the preterit stem has changed a little bit later than the present: tārti, tāria, tārē (instead of the expected **tārē) “pronounce” is no real counterexample: the older morphology of this verb was tārytī, tāria, tārē. Dialectal Lithuanian kāvo, sāvo (kāui, kaujalkauna, kovė “beat”, šauti, šaujalsauna, šovė “shoot”) probably reflect an earlier paradigm *kava : *kavā, *savā : *savā (as in Slavic kove-, kovati “forge”; so, for instance, Stang, Verbum, 110ff., 194; H. Kölhn, Opositions of Voice, 36. See Ch. R. Barton, – IFI LXXXV 257, for a criticism of this view.

18 E.g. J. Endzelinas, Baltu kalbų garsai ir formos, Vilnius, 1957, 186 (Lithuanian translation of J. Endzelins, Baltu valodu skaņas un formas, Riga, 1948); Chr. Stang, Verbum, 110ff., 194; H. Kölhn, Opositions of Voice, 36. See Ch. R. Barton, – IFI LXXXV 257, for a criticism of this view.
Even in Lithuanian the irregular ė-preterits have been allowed to survive up to the modern language only in some very common verbs. Some ā-preterits are also attested (gimau “I was born”, piolo “fell”), but they are not common and can be explained as occasional regularizations. For other, less salient verbs the ė-preterit is attested only in some dialects or in older texts, but have been finally eliminated in favor of the regular types (dīlē, svīlē, tāpē, skātē). The process of regularization has been simply carried out to completion in Latvian (with the important exception of nomirre in Elger).

With the ā-preterit attested both in Lithuanian and Latvian we have aūna, aūti, āve “put on (shoes)” (Latv. āut, āujulāunu, āvu (ē)/avu (ā)). Only in Latvian nākt, nāku, nācu “come” (Lith. nōkšt, nōksta, nōko “ripen”).

6.2.1. For the small set of giūti “chase, drive (cattle)”, miūti “recall”, giūti “be born”, dīlti “wear out”, svīlti “scorch” we could set a regular pattern pres. TERA : pret. TRē. Other verbs belonging to this class (Latv. demuldiņstu, dimu “dröhnen”, slavu, sluvu “get known”, Lith. vyt, vēja, vijo “chase; twist”) would not contradict this rule. But such a conjugation pattern would be curiously in contradiction with the ā-preterit of the type keēpa : kirpo (as well as with that of OCS berq, brrati “take”, ženq, gōnati “chase”).

We have seen that the ė-preterit of other classes of simple thematic presents can be accounted for as a relatively recent innovation (sometimes a very recent innovation), attributable to the fact that the ė-preterit was felt as characteristically transitive. The same explanation is not possible for the type giūti, gēna, gīnē. Only giūti and miūti are transitive (as well as vyrī, which is not pertinent here), but miūti belongs to a typically “middle” sphere of meaning. All other are intransitive (giūti, dīlti, svīlti). Notice as well that the paradigm of miūti, mēna, mīnē and giūti, gēma, gīnē must be an innovation (no thematic or athematic present was inherited from Proto-Indo-European), and it would be surprising that they chose to follow the paradigm of the isolated type of giūti instead of, say, that of miūti (as giūti finally did). The same difficulties are found when we turn to the other verbs included in this section (miūti, virī, pūolē, etc.).

Leaving aside, for the moment, the case of giūti, and focusing on the verbs with “irregular” ė-preterits with a better etymology, I see two possibilities of dealing with these verbs within the theory defended in this article:

a) (Some of) these verbs could be directly related to the Greek “passive” η-aorist. Lith. mīnē = Gk. ἐμάντη “went mad” would even be a direct word equation, but the Indo-European root aorist is preserved in GAv. maṣṭā, Ved. āmata “remembered” and is certainly the starting point from which we should try to explain the Baltic

---

paradigm. Most other verbs with a decent etymology also point very clearly to an Indo-European root aorist. The putative scenario of how, why and from where did they adopt an “*-eh₁-aorist” remains to be worked out. As often repeated in this and other treatments, the Baltic ė-preterit can hardly be linked to the Indo-European “*-eh₁-complex” as a whole. It seems very doubtful to me that the isolated verbs we are dealing with here should have such an origin.

b) (Some of) these verbs inherited an intransitive *-jelo-presentes pared with a “regular” zero grade ā-preterit (which for the most part had replaced earlier root aorists). Then *-j- was adopted from the present, as happened with all ia-presents, in spite of their intransitive value. Then *-ijā would have been regularly contracted to *-ē, but the important difference with the productive, typically transitive class of ia-presents is that they preserved the old ablaut pattern. Later, the ia-presents were replaced by more productive formations, eventually triggering the adoption of the ā-preterit as well. I believe that this alternative is more in accordance with the inner evidence of Baltic, and it is the one I will be arguing bellow.

6.2.2. From a comparative point of view, an inherited *-jelo-present is certain in some cases (*gʷm-jē-ti, *mŋ-jē-tor, *mř-jē-tor) and possibly in most other. But the presents actually attested in Baltic cannot be recent themselves: the paradigm of vērda is entirely isolated, mūrsta is the only sta-present affected by the ruki-rule, the type of gēma, mēna, gēna is also unusual. If a ia-present is to be made responsible for the ē-preterit, its replacement must be considerably old, in a way that doesn’t agree with the current morphology of the modern Baltic languages. All the verbs under consideration call for some comment.

1) aūti, aūna, āvē, “put on (shoes)” can be explained from a *-jelo-present, still attested in Latvian auju and assured for the parent language by OCS ob-uti, ob-ujo, Lat. induō, exuō. Arm. agaw “got dressed” (pres. aganim) attests the original root athematic aorist.

2) The paradigm of virti, vērda, virē “boil (tr.)” is isolated within Baltic, but not the present vērda itself: cf. (pa)vēlēti, -vēlda “inherit” (: OLith. velmi “wish; allow”), mérdēti, mērda “lie dying” (: mīrī “die”), skēldēti, skēlda “crack” (: skīti “split, crack”), peldēti, pēlda “save, spare” (: pīlī “pour”), etc.

Probably these da-present were a derivative formation originally restricted to the present them (the preterit and infinitive being supplied by those of the basic verb). In

---

20 In addition, Jas a n o f f (Sprache 43, 2002–2003, 161ff.) has recently pointed out that the Greek η-aorist is more in isolation than traditionally supposed.

21 The lack of length in these preterits could be explained in several ways. Either Kuryłowicz’ analogy didn’t apply here (most roots are anūt and the verbs under consideration did not belong to the principal, productive class of transitive ia-presents), or Larsson’s retraction of the ictus yielded a long vowel that was later eliminated in favor of the vocalism of the infinitive.
this case, either věrda would be an archaism that has replaced the original present (*viria < *uř-H-jéléʔ-?), or we are facing a secondary conflation of a basic verb vůrtí, *viria, vīrē and the derivative *vérdětī, věrda, *vérdějā.  

3) měřšta must belong to the oldest layer of sta-presents that served as the starting point for its later expansion. While the origin of the sta-suffix remains unclear, it is conceivable that it originated as a derived formation to a basic present (via resegmentation of the 3 Sg. middle *-h₁s-to of a desiderative?). It is important to emphasize that the old *-jelo-present *m₁-jé-tor (Ved. mriyate, lat. morior) is still attested in Slavic (OCS Zo. umřetu, Slovenian mrjēm).  

4) As for the type měnī, měnə, mênə “recall”, gěnī, gěmalgimsta, gîmē “be born”, the replacement of an inherited zero grade *-jelo-present by a full grade thematic present has to be later than the creation of the ē-preterit (< *-(i)jā), but cannot be recent.

I assume that there was a much larger class of verbs like *bera : *birā beside the type *pešša : *piš(i)ā (as made probable by Slavic), that were later replaced by more productive formations. Verbs like *gimia : *gimijā, *miniə : *minijā were disfavored because ia-presents began to be felt as characteristically transitive. They were attracted to the (diathetically neutral?) class of *bera : *birā, *gēna : *gīnā and the new presents *gēna, *mēna were formed to them. Later, the type měnī, měnə, mênə was almost eliminated.

This would explain why we have preterits like měnə and gîmē. It is impossible to tell whether verbs like gušti, tāpti, skāsti, dīlti or svālti (in spite of OE swelan “kindle, inflame”) owe their aberrant ē-preterit to an earlier ia-present, but this remains a distinct possibility. The ē-preterit of gěnī, gēna, gînē must be analogical (the type was fully recessive, and it is easy to understand that the transitive giñti adopted the ē-preterit of the other verbs belonging to this class).

Finally, I leave it an open question whether pūolē “fell” and Latv. nācu “came” can be explained along the same lines.

7. In this article I have been concerned with a very recent, specifically inner Baltic stage of the development of the Baltic preterit. If our views are accepted, there is an

---

22 If OCS vůrī-, vůrētī “boil” belongs to the original core of *-i-presentes (perhaps to be equated directly with Hitt. urâni “burns (intr)" < *uřH-ór), one could adduce the frequent occurrence of this type beside middle *-jelo-presentes as an argument for a Baltic *viria (e.g. *mŋ-ór > Goth. munan, -aître, Lith. miniu, mēni, OCS mən̥i, mēn̥i beside *mŋ-jė-tor > Ved. mānyate, Gk. μανύομαι, Ofr. ro-moinethar; *lip-ór > Toch. B lipetār, Goth. liban, -aître, OCS pri-lōpljo, -lōpēti beside *lipjē-tor > Ved. līpyate, OCS pri-lōple-, etc.).


24 In a way similar to that of Germanic, e.g. *gōn-jē-ó- > OE cuman > Goth. qiman, *sed-jelo → OE sītan → Goth. sītan, etc.

25 Partly because of this reason I have not discussed all theories on the Baltic preterit, but only those that seem to me to be more directly dependent on the Baltic facts as attested.
important inference to be made at the comparative, extra Baltic level. There is nothing in
the Baltic preterit *qua* preterit that can be related directly or indirectly to the Proto-Indo-
European aorist or the perfect (nor are there any elements of the perfect in the Slavic
aorist). The only possible exception I am aware of is ėmē (see footnote 16). Zero grade
preterits to some types of thematic presents like peřka : piřko, gēma : gimē must be
attributed, in my view, to the Balto-Slavic ā-aorist. Relics of the aorist and the perfect
should be sought not in the preterit as such, but in the form of independent verbs.
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